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SUBS WIN ONE
COURT OF APPEALS AFFIRMS MECHANICS LIEN
PROTECTION
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Long term planning to
take care of yourself,
pays for you and the
people who count on
you.
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The Fifth Court Of Appeals,
the appeals court which
serves the Dallas region in
Texas, has just issued a
decision affirming the entitlement of a mechanics lien
claimant to an order of foreclosure to secure payment
for construction services.

obligated to issue an Order
of Foreclosure so the real
property improved by the
contractor could be sold to
satisfy the judgment.

This favorable outcome was
secured by SAM General
Counsel, Cutler-Smith,
P.C., and in particular by
the hard work of attorney
Stephen Hines. The effort
was bolstered by vitally important Amicus Curiae
In a hotly – litigated case, a (“Friend of the Court”)
North Texas trade contractor Briefs, prepared and filed
by the Texas Construction
won a judgment from the
trial court, confirming that it Association, as well as the
AGC – Texas Buildings
was owed money by the
Branch. Note well, your
project owner, and that the
trade contractor had proper- TCA dues, hard at work for
ly perfected its statutory Me- the benefit of all subcontractors.
chanics Lien-and then the
court refused to issue an
Because the decision is a
order of foreclosure! The
trial court claimed that it had published one, it should
"discretion" over whether or serve as sound precedent
not to issue an order of fore- to preclude other trial courts
closure, and a court claiming from exercising improper
discretion against the lien
such discretion utterly declaimants in the future. A
stroys the value of a megreat result for the conchanics lien to lien claimstruction industry, and esants.
pecially for Texas subconThe matter was appealed to tractors!
the Fifth Court Of Appeals in
Dallas, and the Court of Appeals wisely ruled that, if a
trade contractor proved:(1)
that money was owed for
construction, and (2) that the
procedural requirements for
a mechanics lien had been
met, then the trial court was

If you’d like more information about this decision,
you can email Spike Cutler
at scutler@cutler-smith.com
Spike Cutler of Cutler-Smith is SAM’s
legal counsel

Billy Neu of Neuco.

Happy as usual, Board Member
Carrie Edomm of Astro Sheet
Metal.

A studious Marvin Durham of
Compass Steel.

As a Member of
SAM, you are also a
member of the Texas Construction
Association and the
National Subcontractors Alliance.
This really is a Big Deal!

PUNCH LIST

BUILDING YOUR COMPANY FOR SUCCESS
Renown business Coach, Jim
Brewer of MasterThink presented our August program.
Companies go through a natural and generally predictable
cycle from Courtship to
Death. The secret to sustaining a prosperous company is
to extend the prime cycle of

August Program, Jim Brewer of
MasterThink

RW Smith of Master Construction
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Most of us have seen all
these stages in our employment or employee experience

and could relate to them and
knowing this we would be
able to know what direction
that we should take to lead
our company to success.
SAM member Jim Brewer
coaches companies to success throughout North America.

FUTURE PROGRAMS
In October we’re fortunate
to have Doug and Dean
Olson of EyeSite Surveillance to give us some
common sense and some
more not so common ways
to keep our materials and
tools from disappearing
from the jobsite. Doug and
Dean give a very informative
and
entertaining
presentation.

November brings us SAM’s
famous Contract Language
and Negotiating Seminar.
This seminar will cover all the
latest word nuances that
some General Contractors
are trying to get us to agree
to.
Thanks to the sponsorship by
Clem Lesch of PCL Contract
Bonding, this is the most affordable comprehensive Contract seminar available. Make
plans to send as many of your

key employees as you can.
December is SAM’s Holiday
vacation, and you’re all free
to attend all the parties associated with the season.

JANUARY 27-28 WALK ON THE CAPITOL

What you do say to your legislators
really does make a difference.
They all want to do the right thing,
but with the other competing special interest groups bending their
ears, they may not get your side of
the story. Our message is one of
Fairness to those in our industry,
and it’s a message that needs to
be told. This is a great time to
Jordan Pence Claudia Ronzani
from The Wealth Management with nurture a personal relationship with
your representatives.
David Kahl of Drywall Interiors

Carl Slaughter of Drywall Interiors

this projection, or to return to
it. Jim went through the characteristics of each stage of
growth (or decline) of a company so we could recognize
where we are in the cycle.

Jeff Webb of the TCA and
Debbie Denman of DDC Fuel
Services

Mark your calendars for January
27—28 for the TCA walk on the
Capitol. The TCA will brief all the
attendees and unleash them on their
legislators to bring a message of
common sense and fairness to our
lawmakers. Our legislators do listen
to their constituents, and our message will ring true to them if we
personally present it to them. The
TCA will coach us before we visit
our legislators, it’ll be easy and fun.

Lori Crider of Semi-Trailer Big
Box - First time Visitor.

Our Official Hotel:
Doubletree Guest Suites Hotel,
303 W. 15th Street, Austin. TCA
block rooms are $219 +Tax. All
rooms are suites and are available for this rate until the TCA
block is full. Go to: austinsuites.doubletree.com or call
512-478-7000 and ask for the
Texas Construction Association
rate.

Brian Brinkman of Tutor Electric
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USING THE "F" WORD = FIRED!
TERMINATION TIPS FOR EMPLOYERS
Here are five critical termination
tips for employers
1) Do not terminate on the spot or
in public
Oftentimes the supervisor terminates an employee when they are
angry and state “that’s it, you are out
of here-now!” On the spot terminations are not appropriate for employers because there can be many
factors to consider before terminating an employee. Also the employee
and employees around this incident
may consider terminating on the
spot as disrespectful (public humiliation) and encourages them to file
charges with government agencies.
Bottom line; suspend the employee
before any termination to prepare
the documentation necessary. Then
bring the employee back in a private
setting to review your documentation and conduct the termination.
Also allow them to come back after
work hours so they can gather their
personal items.
2) Check with your Human Resources Professional
Human Resources professionals
can help employers evaluate a
number of factors before there is
any termination:



Consistency - Have other
similarly-situated employees been
fired?



Appropriateness - Is this a
significant enough infraction that
termination is reasonable?



Contract - Is there a contract
or agreement that terminating would
violate? Or maybe an implied contract of good faith and fair dealing?



Retaliation - Does the termination look like retaliation? Has the
employee filed any formal complaints or law suit that the termination may look like a retaliatory action. Also did the employee complain about the supervisor who is
terminating them prior to the action?
Whenever a termination closely
follows a protected act, there will be
an obvious suggestion of retaliation.



Documentation - Has the
manager documented any false
claim or does not have proper documentation? Human Resources can
review the entire file to ensure the
manager is truthful. Some terminations are for poor performance and
there is documentation that the
employee showed good performance (past performance reviews).
3) Do not terminate without a
reason on the basis of “At-Will”
Some managers believe they don’t
have to give the employee any
reason for termination and claim the
“at will” doctrine. It’s true that unless
there’s a formal contract of some
kind, most employees are employees at will, and that means they can
be terminated at any time for any
reason or for no reason. And the flip
side is that they can leave at any
time. Although employers do have
the “at will” prerogative, many terminated employees may have a reason for the termination such as their
protected status—that is, their race,

sex, age, FMLA, veteran status or
disability. Now your company is in
trouble; you have to explain why “no
reason” is more likely than the illegal
reason.
4) Give the employee an opportuni- Annette Jefress of Zubras
ty to explain
Electric
There should be an element of fairness in each scenario. The employee
may have extenuating situations that
resulted in their termination. Ask why
the employee did what they did and
determine if they are protected in any
way. Also determine if they understood your policies and procedures.
Hopefully the terminating situation is
NOT your first conversation with the
employee! Even with misconduct
issues such as theft and drugs, ask
your employee why it happened.
5) Be prepared for the termination

Brad Gross of Lane Gorman
Trubitt

Many states require final payment
immediately upon termination. Things
like COBRA notification, references
that will be given, etc. should be discussed with the employee. Also you
need reiterate confidentiality standards and proper communications post
termination. This allows the terminated employee to understand what is
expected after leaving your company.
Reference: Bruce, S. 10 Sins of Termination (#1 Time to Prevent Lawsuits) HR Daily Advisor (7/14/2014)

This Month’s speaker, Joe
Chenoweth of Armor Wealth

Article provided by Dr. Di Ann
Sanchez of DAS HR consulting.

SAM Says:

This Month’s speaker, Mike
Weaver of Armor Wealth
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Bobby and Diana Tutor of Tutor
Electric

Bring a friend to the
next meeting. You’ll be
Evan Micah McKool Arcoria
doing them a favor.
B. 7-5-2014, with proud mother, Megan.

Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex
Pete Snider, Executive Director
1420 Hubbard Drive
Forney, TX 75126
Phone: (972) 771-.0188
Cell: (214) 908-9248
E-mail: execdir@sam-dfw.org

The Subcontractors Association of the Metroplex was founded with the
purpose of creating an affordable forum for Subcontractors to exchange
information and learn from each other how to be better business men or
women.
Sam is a member of the National Subcontractors Alliance, the largest
Subcontractors association in the USA, and also a member of the Association of Specialty Contractors where we have a voice in National Legislation.
Sam is also allied with the National Federation of Independent Business
who has a voice in the Texas Legislature on small business issues.

Your Source for Subcontractor’s
information.

Visit us at:
http://www.sam-dfw.org

Our Association Officers
President and B.P.I. Chair:
James Mayhew, Apex Services, Inc.

jmayhew@apexservicesinc.net
Treasurer: Kay Schultz
Baker Triangle

kschultz@bakertriangle.com
Member: Eric Lindberg
PCI Construction

ericl@pciconstruction.com
Member: Tim McSorley
Storage Equipment

tmcsorley@secdfw.com
Member: Carrie Edomm
Astro Sheet Metal

carrie.edomm@astrosheetmetal.com
Member: Selena Zarate
Groves Electric
selena@groveselectric.com
Member: Don Weempe
Master Construction and Engineering
dweempe@masterconstruction.com

Associate Representative and Program
Chair: Clem Lesch

PCL Construction Bonds
clesch@pclbonds.com
Associate Representative and
Membership Chair
MaryEllen Evens
The Independent Insurance Group
maryellene@indinsgrp.com
Legal Counsel:Spike Cutler
Cutler-Smith, PC

scutler@cutler-smith.com

SUBCONTRACTORS–
If you’re not a member of SAM,
you should be.
Call Pete Snider for a membership
application.
(972) 771-0188
Cell (214) 908-9248 or email to:
execdir@sam-dfw.org

THE ONES WHO REALLY BUILD THE
BUILDING

